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Gulf Bank
announces 
Al Danah winners 
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its weekly draw on 24th
November 2019 announcing the names of the winners
for the week of 17 - 21 November 2019. The weekly draw
consists of five winners who receive KD 1,000 each,
every week. The winners this week are: (1) Tajeiah Ali
Hussain Alawwad (2) Saad Faleh Shebib Al Sahly (3)
Mohammad Shafi Yusuf Kaji (4) Yoland Mekal Dergham
(5) Ayah Adel Abdalfatah Samarah.

Gulf Bank’s final Al Danah draw for KD1,000,000 will
be held on 16 January 2020, where the Al Danah million-
aire will be announced at a live event. Gulf Bank encour-
ages customers to increase their chances of winning with
Al Danah by depositing more into their Gulf Bank
accounts using the new ePay (Self-Pay) service, which is
available on Gulf Bank’s online and mobile banking serv-
ices. Al Danah offers a number of unique services to cus-
tomers, including the Al Danah Deposit Only ATM card,
which allows account holders to deposit money into their
accounts at their convenience. Account holders can also
calculate their chances of winning the draws through the
‘Al Danah Chances’ calculator available on the Gulf Bank
website and app. Furthermore, loyal Al Danah customers
are rewarded with loyalty chances. 

Loyalty chances are the total chances accumulated
from the previous year, which are added to the cus-
tomer’s chances the following year. Therefore, the total
chances earned by Al Danah customers in 2018, have
been added to their 2019 chances, and the same process
will take place in 2020, and so on. Terms and conditions
apply. Gulf Bank’s Al Danah account is open to Kuwaiti
and non-Kuwaiti residents of Kuwait. Customers require
a minimum of KD200 to open an account and the same
amount should be maintained for customers to be eligi-
ble for the upcoming Al Danah draws. If the customer’s
account balance falls below KD200 at any given time, a
KD2 fee will be charged to their account monthly until
the minimum balance is met. 

Customers who open an account and/or deposit
more will enter the weekly draw within two days. To
take part in the Al Danah 2019 upcoming quarterly and
yearly draws, customers must meet the required hold
period for each draw. 

YINGKOU: Bundles of yuan notes were stacked high
behind the counters of branches of Yingkou Coastal
Bank earlier this month, as the northeast China lender
fought off a run on deposits while onsite government
officials battled rumors of a funding crunch. Yingkou was
the latest small bank to have its deposit-reliant funding
base undermined by depositors, spooked by the funding
crunch that led to the shock state-led rescue of tiny
regional lender Baoshang Bank. To help repair the dam-
age, Yingkou hiked its already high deposit interest rates.

The run came just as smaller lenders’ reliance on
deposits for funding shot up this year after Baoshang’s
rescue sent interbank interest rates spiking, raising bor-
rowing costs. Funding was already under pressure from
government efforts since 2016 to de-leverage the finan-
cial system. Since August, government-mandated cuts in
lending rates to shore up a slowing economy have only
exacerbated the pressure.

With less income from lending and without the full
suite of funding options available to much larger peers,
the interest rates that China’s legion of small banks may
have to offer to attract deposits could further undermine
their stability, analysts said. Dai Zhifeng, a banking ana-
lyst with Zhongtai Securities, said the funding difficulties
risked distorting small banks’ behavior. “Lacking core
competitiveness, some of them have turned to high-risk,
short-sighted operations,” he said, adding that a liquidity

crunch was possible at some institutions.
At Yingkou, “untruthful rumors about the bank’s

deep financial crisis spread online”, the city police said,
triggering a run on deposits on Nov. 6 when a Reuters
witness saw piles of cash behind counters at six city-
centre branches. The local government stepped in to
allay concerns, placing officials at Yingkou’s biggest
branch to help calm depositors, and hanging notices
saying the bank had sufficient
assets and that its operations
and management were in
good standing.

Deposits made up 58% of
Yingkou’s funding as of June-
end. In the wake of the run, it
raised its rate for one-year
time deposits to 4.4% from
4.2% and kept the rate on its
flagship three-month wealth
management product above
5%, showed marketing materi-
als seen by Reuters. By comparison, the popular money
market fund Yu’ebao backed by e-commerce giant
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd offers a 2% annualized rate,
while China’s benchmark rate for a one-year time deposit
is 1.75%.

“I thought about the risks of smaller lenders, but an

interest rate of 4%-plus on deposits was too attractive
for me,” said Sun Wensheng, a futures trader who
deposited 420,000 yuan ($59,772.86) with Yingkou just
before the bank run. The China Banking and Insurance
Regulatory Commission (CBIRC) did not immediately
respond to a request for comment on the risk to small
lenders from higher deposit rates. Yingkou did not
respond to a request for comment.

Localized rescue
Though small, problems at

China’s more than 4,500 local
banks matter because of their
close ties to larger lenders and
huge base of mom-and-pop
savers. Yingkou was the sec-
ond bank run in less than two
weeks, following a panic at
Yichuan Rural Commercial
Bank in central Henan
province amid a corruption

investigation into a former boss. But in contrast to the
May rescue of Inner Mongolia lender Baoshang Bank,
when a takeover by the central government sent inter-
bank lending rates sharply higher, local governments
took the lead in managing both of the latest scares.

The change in approach was deliberate and is now

based on the specific situation of the bank in question,
said an official at the Shanghai branch of the CBIRC. In
both runs, funding from other local banks was swiftly
brought in to allay liquidity fears under instruction from
the authorities. “The current smaller banking industry is
fragile due to (its) high leverage and poor liquidity man-
agement,” said another regional CBIRC official who
oversees local rural banks. 

“Smaller banks need to be treated carefully and prob-
lems rectified as they emerge, such as corporate gover-
nance, to avoid contagion risks.” For fear of squeezing a
funding lifeline, regulators have refrained from cracking
down on the high-return time deposits offered by small
banks. Local intervention should help contain problems
and cut the cost of any rescue, said Rory Green, an
economist covering China at independent investment
research firm TS Lombard.

“That is long-term positive for China, but will create a
lot of risks when local authorities don’t have enough
capital and don’t act quickly enough to stabilize the situ-
ation,” he said. Regulators are also looking at recapital-
ization, mergers and other forms of support. On Nov 18,
Harbin Bank Co Ltd - a midsize lender with links to
Baoshang stakeholder Tomorrow Holdings - saw its
shares jump 9% after two local state-controlled groups
became its key shareholders, paying an above-market
price to do so. —Reuters

Funding squeezed by government de-leveraging, bailout

Specter of funding crunch looms 
over runs at China’s small banks

National Bank 
of Kuwait looks 
to diversification
KUWAIT: While the resig-
nation of Kuwait’s govern-
ment on 14 November was
unexpected, it was hardly
surprising. Friction between
Kuwait’s appointed cabinet
and its elected parliament
has led to the resignation of
several governments in
recent years, as well as
multiple cabinet reshuffles
and the dissolution of par-
liament.

The frequent fallouts
between the government
and parliament reflect the
robust nature of Kuwait’s parliamentary democracy. But
from a business and investment point of view, it is
deeply frustrating. As a sovereign entity, Kuwait has
successfully insulated itself against the recent geopoliti-
cal headwinds in the region as well as the volatility in
the oil markets. 

The country’s GDP growth remains solid, albeit
dampened by lower oil prices, and its sovereign credit
rating remains top tier. But the slow pace of economic
reforms aimed at stimulating private sector investment
allied with lower-than expected levels of public sector
spending has disappointed the business community.
“Business in Kuwait is a mixed bag,” says Salah Al-
Fulaij, NBK Chief Executive Officer-Kuwait. “The
underlying fundamentals are strong, but there are struc-
tural challenges.”

Business landscape
Few people are better placed to assess Kuwait’s

business landscape than Al-Fulaij. He is responsible for
the domestic operations of Kuwait’s biggest and oldest
bank. And in a career with the bank spanning more than
34 years, Al-Fulaij has been deeply involved in most
areas of business and finance in Kuwait.

“The economy is undiversified,” he says. “So that
increases the impact of the global slowdown. And there
are some domestic challenges. For example, the slow-
down in project awards. I do not see a reason it has
been slow.” With about $166bn-worth of projects in
planning, Kuwait has a strong pipeline of future proj-
ects. And the country’s lenders, led by NBK, are sitting
on abundant liquidity and strong capital positions, and
are keen to provide facilities to the local market.

But the country’s political disagreements have led to
delays on some of Kuwait’s most ambitious projects, the
latest being the cancellation in October of the advisory
services contract for the Al-Zour North 2 and 3 and Al-
Khiran independent water and power projects (IWPPs).
“It is disappointing,” says Al-Fulaij. “There is a lot of
dependence on capital expenditure and the trickle down
to small and medium-sized enterprises.

“We have to look at the glass being half full,” he says.
“Kuwait is in an excellent position to grow. It has a low
break-even oil price and income is high. The price of oil
is stable and we have a young, entrepreneurial popula-
tion.” Established in 1952, NBK is Kuwait’s biggest bank,
with NBK Group reporting more than $95bn in assets
and $51.9bn in deposits at the end of September 2019. It
was the first national bank established in the Arabian
Gulf and today is the fifth-biggest bank in the GCC by
value of assets.

“There is an abundance of liquidity,” notes Al-Fulaij.
“We are flush with Kuwaiti dinar.”Al-Fulaij says that one
of the principle reasons that Kuwait’s banks are in such
a healthy fiscal position is because the Central Bank of
Kuwait was quick to implement regulatory changes to
protect bank liquidity following the 2008 global inter-
national financial crisis. “The Central bank of Kuwait
(CBK) was proactive in securing solid capital and high
provisions in Kuwait’s banking system,” he says. “It led
the wagon, not jumped on it like many international
banking regulators, when it came to risk management.”

As a result, he says, all of Kuwait’s banks maintain
higher levels of capital provisions than what is required
by the international regulators through the recently
introduced Basel III and IFRS9 regulations. Concern
about the outlook for global growth has suppressed
bullishness about the outlook for oil prices, leading to

lower-than-expected spending by the government so
far in this fiscal year, which has triggered a slump in the
value of major project contract awards in 2019. 

And even before the latest government resignation,
the outlook for project spending looked likely to be dis-
rupted by parliamentary elections scheduled for 2020.
“Capital spending is an important factor,” says Al-Fulaij.
“The government budgeted a 17 per cent increase in
spending year-on-year. But the current level is only 4
per cent up. We hope that between now and April, there
will be an increase in capital expenditure. We need
infrastructure.”

Diversification
Headquartered in Kuwait, and with close to 3,000

employees, NBK offers a range of corporate, Islamic,
retail and investment banking solutions to individual,
corporate and institutional clients across the Middle
East and North Africa, and around the world. In 2018,
NBK Group reported net income of $1.229bn was up
15.4 per cent on the previous year. And despite chal-
lenging macroeconomic conditions in 2019 that have
seen slower demand for credit in Kuwait, the bank
increased its loan book in the first nine months of
2019.In October, NBK Group reported a net income of
$993m for the first three quarters of 2019, up 10.9 per
cent on the same period in 2018, with assets increasing
6.6 per cent. A key factor in the bank’s success is its
strategy to diversify and digitize its operations. “NBK
has a competitive advantage,” notes Al-Fulaij. “It is
uniquely placed to be able to provide Islamic or con-
ventional services because of its subsidiary Boubyan
Bank and NBK, a major conventional bank. Boubyan
represented 16.8 per cent of operating income in the
first three quarters of the year. 

NBK International Banking Group delivered more
than 24 per cent of operating income. This is the
uniqueness of NBK. If the local market shrinks, we have
the international and we have an Islamic subsidiary. We
always diversify.” In 2017, the government launched
Kuwait Vision 2035, setting out a program of economic
and fiscal reforms aimed at boosting growth through
private sector investment and diversifying the economy.

Vision 2035 seeks to deliver about $100bn of invest-
ment in Kuwait between 2017 and 2021, with about one
third of the investment coming from the private sector.
“Vision 2035 keeps us optimistic, despite some of the
setbacks,” says Al-Fulaij. “The banks have a major
development role and are key partners in Vision 2035.
But they need government support in facilitation and
execution.” Al-Fulaij would like to see the government
putting greater effort into delivering the Vision 2035
objectives.

“There are three areas of change that we would like
to see,” he says. “The first is to increase the contribution
of the private sector. We need to improve privatization.
We want to see the government accelerate the privati-
zation program through things such as the initial public
offering of IWPPs.” “The second change we would like
is in the execution of projects,” he says. “We need to
execute as soon as possible. 

The Jaber Al-Ahmed cultural centre is beautiful, but
it was developed by the AmiriDiwan. We need all parts
of government to come up with projects and execute.” A
key element of the investment program is the use of
public-private partnership (PPP) schemes to deliver key
projects, including the Al-Khiran IWPP and the Kabd

municipal solid waste treatment project. Kuwait has
struggled to deliver its PPP plans. “The third change we
need is to activate the PPP projects,” he says. “These
have been [delayed] for years.”

Energy opportunity
Al-Fulaij says that growing project activity in the oil

and gas sector is an area of increased opportunity for
companies in Kuwait, and particularly for Kuwait’s
banks. “The main area of spending is energy,” he says.
“Kuwait Petroleum Company (KPC) will play a key.”
Earlier this year, NBK and Kuwait Finance House co-
arranged a five year syndicated revolving loan and
Murabaha facility at KD350m ($1.2bn) for KPC, to be
used for general corporate purposes. 

“The oil sector is moving ahead and we think it will
be bigger in 2020,” says Al-Fulaij. Downstream plans
may also need to solicit local lenders’ support. Kuwait
Integrated Petroleum Industries Company is understood
to be seeking lending facilities for a planned petrochem-
icals project near the Al-Zour refinery in the south of
the country, estimated to cost KD3bn. “That is positive
for us because NBK is the main financier for the energy
sector,” he says. “We are forecasting bigger borrowing
requirements from the energy sector.”

Digital transformation
It is not only the corporate sector that is evolving.

The changing behavior of NBK’s retail banking cus-
tomers means that the bank is having to transform at a
rapid pace. “About 60 per cent of the population is
under 30,” says Al-Fulaij. “What is attractive to them? A
few years ago, it was mobile first. Now it is mobile only.
In the first three quarters of 2019, mobile transactions
increased by 70 per cent year-on-year while online
transactions fell by 30 per cent.” “We have got to be
agile,” says Al-Fulaij. “Banking is now all about being
faster and more convenient. We have to know what our
clients want. We have to learn through research.”

Salah Al Fulaij

Bank runs hit 2 
small banks in 

past month

Oil traders bet on 
economic upswing 
in 2020: Kemp
LONDON: Crude oil traders are betting the market will
tighten significantly next year, even as the major statis-
tical agencies predict production will outstrip con-
sumption and oil inventories will rise. Most of the diver-
gence can be explained by differing assumptions about
global growth in 2020.

The International Energy Agency (IEA), the US
Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries are
all projecting that the oil market will be in surplus in
2020. Each of the three agencies is forecasting that
non-OPEC oil supplies will increase around 1 million
barrels per day (bpd) faster than global oil consump-
tion next year. The three agencies are also forecasting
non-OPEC production growth of 2.2-2.4 million bpd
while consumption increases by only 1.1-1.4 million bpd.

If these forecasts are correct, the result will be a signif-
icant rise in stocks of crude and refined products, unless
OPEC members and their allies reduce their own output
even further. But the shape of the crude futures curve sug-
gests traders and hedge funds are instead anticipating a
drawdown in stockpiles next year. Brent’s six-month cal-
endar spread has tightened to a backwardation of around
$3.50 per barrel, up from less than $1.90 at the same a
month ago and a contango of $1.10 this time last year.

Backwardation (where spot prices trade above
futures prices) is normally associated with low/falling
inventories, while contango (spot prices trading
below futures) is typically associated with high/rising
stockpiles. —Reuters


